ASEA and Transfusion into Light Motion of Field

ASEA is an awesome product that is a biochemical duplicate of Redox Molecules that are
naturally formed in the biology of all humans. Redox is a Signaling Molecule. Signaling
Molecules foster communication that is biochemical and biological through time. Transfusion
and Light Motion of Field causes light wave DNA to begin to grow. In order for this to be
fostered evenly throughout all tissue, more Redox Signaling Molecules are required.
The infrastructure of cellular communication for those mindset developing increases by
46 percent. Redox Molecules naturally increase when you fast for 30 days or longer on water.
Those who fail to fast to increase Redox Signaling Molecules naturally may slow down the
process of mindset development to a point of depression, anxiety or disease if the light infusion
levels fail to grow to be succinct and even through time in the cellular infrastructure of the
physical.

Increasing Redox Signaling Molecules Without Fasting

ASEA is one option of increasing Redox Signaling Molecules without the need to fast as
much as otherwise would be needed in order to mindset develop. Redox Signaling Molecules
benefits the health of light wave DNA in many ways. Light wave DNA fosters a wave motion
within it. Redox Signaling Molecules triggers the wave motions required to spawn light wave
DNA into your current structure.
Redox Signaling Molecules also ozonize the blood. Ozone in the blood foster light to
syncopate into even temperatures that does not harm the blood cells. Damaged blood cells due to
over exposure to light lead to aging that can grow to become rapid in some cases of light infusion
levels beyond 80 percent.
Redox Signaling Molecules allow the body to register where cells are dying or rotting in
light motions fostered in body level transfusion. There is always some level of attrition in any
given day of transfusion. Identifying where the cells are dying is very important to retain your
health in mindset development fostering. Light that is uneven ages. Light that is succinct renews.
ASEA promotes greater levels of renewal in most adepts and especially those over the age of
forty attempting mindset development unless there are other health or emotional concerns
amongst those younger.

Gifts of Transfusion and ASEA

1. More Radiant Light Rays: Light is a ray-oriented motion. Rays foster colors in a
spectrum of pastels if they are radiant. Radiant rays foster health. Increasing numbers of
Redox molecules increases the levels of radiant rays that surround the cell membrane in
those consuming ASEA for over four months.
2. Transfusion into Self Realization Fostering: ASEA triggers transfusion to unfold in
each life. Light wave synergy motions of field and the act of transfusion are a fostering of
the self of you. Self is fostered in order to self-realize. Transfusion is for self-realization
aspirations and not for secular actions of life dreaming. Those transfusing will begin to
foster a connection with Spirit and the self of their Self. This may trigger spiritual
processes to unfold. Transfusion causes deep spiritual contemplation over the life.
3. Deeper Rest States for Renewal in Mindset Development: Light wave motions trigger
more life force than otherwise available through time. Some may find it uneasy to sleep
as the cortex is stimulated more of the night than not during many phases of mindset
development. The loss of rest may be disturbing for some. Consuming ASEA will
possibly allow you to foster deeper rest. It may be helpful to the renewal of you to rest
more deeply for a time.
4. Renewal and Growth of the Entire Cortex: Light wave motions into divine realization
aptitude of self require the renewal of all cells of the cortex. Given the contaminants most
are exposed to in life, there is always attrition of the cells of the brain. ASEA will allow
all cells to renew to foster larger motions of flowers of self to foster divine realization
within given the toxic environment that many aspirants live within due to work and life
needs.

5. Biorhythms That Cause Peace Within to Emerge: Light has a syncopated rhythm that
is associated with the biorhythms of the fluids of the cells. Fluids appear to motion
succinctly the more Redox Molecules present in the biology. Calm biorhythms lead to
peace and a mindful state to unfold day to day. Increasing Redox Signaling Molecules
fosters calmer biorhythms through time.
6. Complete Growth into Light Wave DNA: Growing light wave DNA requires succinct
waves to motion into each cell. ASEA fosters light motions more evenly throughout the
body as it grows to become saturated in the blood. The membrane of the cells when
healthy will more readily embrace the RNA into DNA changes allowing a genetic
structure to unfold that withstands higher temperatures of increasing light infusion in this
time period of emerging Light Wave Synergy upon Earth.
7. Succinct Biological Transfusion: Transfusion requires succinct light wave motions and
synergy into all cells. Each cell transfuses along with each organ, gland and system of the
biology daily. There are four transfusion cycles each day plus a rest cycle each night. The
transfusion system must learn to foster even biological temperature or the body will
transfuse into disease ahead. Even biological temperature requires succinct biological
transfusion and ASEA consumption aids in this goal.
8. Beautiful Mind Stream: The mind is a tuning fork for the air stream of thoughts that
surround the physical. ASEA promotes beautiful thoughts due to its succinct capacity to
trigger all synapses in the mind to flux evenly throughout the day. Many who are mindset
developing sink into non-succinct mind motions due to lack of enough Redox Molecules
in the cortex fluid. Although fasting sometimes aids in correcting this circumstance, the
growth of the cortex requires more substances than living off water and air in this cycle.

9. Love of You: Redox Molecules can be equated to liquid love. The body when it was
young and felt loved produced all the Redox Molecules you needed to grow, repair
anything damaged rapidly, foster your maturity into the capacity to language your world,
and later matured the biology into its adult status. The loss of enough Redox Molecules
can be equated to a loss of internal love in the life. Foster more Redox Molecules, and
you will face and introspect over the non-love issues of you and overcome them restoring
a recurrent state of inner love of the love within in you.

If you would like to know more about ASEA, please write to Asur’Ana at:
asurana@aligningwithearth.com

If you would like to register as an associate
or purchase ASEA, please use the registration link
upon Asur’Ana’s ASEA web page at:

https://asurana.myasealive.com/

